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Gain and Impedance Variation in  Scanned Dipole Arrays” 

JOHN L. ALLENf’, ~ L ~ E R ,  m 

Summary-The  effects of mutual coupling on the  gain  and ele- 
ment  impedance of large electronically-scanned arrays of dipoles 
above a ground plane have  been  analyzed  as  a function of scan angle. 
The  resulting  calculated gain and  impedance  variations  are  tabu- 
lated  for planar arrays wlth elements  located on a  square  grid with 
spacings ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 wavelength, for dipole-to-ground 
plane  heights  ranging from + to t wavelength. 

The  results of the  study  show  that  the  gain of a dipole array  as a 
function of scan angle depends  markedly upon the element-to-ele- 
ment spacing and  appears  to  be quite insensitive  to  certain  other 
parameters,  such  as  the  height of the dipoles  above the  ground plane. 
On the  other  hand,  the  change in element  impedance with scan  is 
considerably affected  by some  parameters which have  little  effect on 
the  array  gain behavior, and possibilities  for minimizing mismatch 
caused by scanning  are pointed out making  use of these  results. 

I.  INTRODUCTION w HILE several  recent  papers 1-4 have  been  pub- 
lished  on the  subject of mutual  impedance 
effects in dipole arrays, explicit  results  have 

usually  been  presented  only for arrays using  half- 
wavelength  spacing  between  elements  and  quarter- 
wavelength  spacing  from  dipole-to-ground  plane,  or 
arrays  without  ground  planes5  Further,  attention  has 
been  concentrated  almost  exclusively on the effect of 
the  mutual  coupling on the  variation of element  driving 
impedance  with  scan  angle,  ignoring  explicitly  the  im- 
portant  question of the  variation of array  gain  with 
scan  angle. 

The  primar)?  purpose of the  investigation  reported 
here  was t o  examine  both  these  effects in planar  arrays 
of regularly-spaced  dipoles,  over  a  range of element 
spacings  and  a  range of dipole-to-ground  plane  spacings, 
in order t o  facilitate  more  enlightened design of scanning 
dipole  arrays.  Secondarily,  some  information  about  the 
effects  of  array size  on mutual  coupling  phenomena  was 
obtained  indirectly  by  calculating  relevant  data for two 
different-sized  arrays.  Some useful mathematical  re- 
lationships  between the  behavior of the arra!- and  the 
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properties of a  single  dipole above  a  ground  plane  are 
also  presented. 

No explicit  consideration is given to  edge effects  in 
this  paper.  Rather,  attention is solely directed  toward 
the  questions of the effects of mutual  impedance  on  the 
interior  elements  of  large  arrays  and  the  ability t o  pre- 
dict  these  effects b>- the use of data  taken on the  center 
element of a  small  array.  Some  examples of edge  effects 
on linear dipole  arrays  can  be  found  elsewhere,6  and 
data  on the  impedance  variation of edge  elements for a 
half-wavelength  element-to-element  spacing,  quarter- 
wavelength  ground-plane-to-dipole  configuration is 
given  analytically  by  Carter,3  and  experimentally  by 
Kurtz, et a1.l 

This  paper  represents  an  abstraction of a more  de- 
tailed  report  on  the  subject.’  Details  of  derivations  and 
more  detailed  results  can  be  found  therein. 

11. THE MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF I ~ ~ \ ‘ I U T U A L  
IMPEDAKCE EFFECTS 

A .  The  Basic  Assumptions of this -4 nalysis 
I t  will be  assumed  throughout  the  analysis of this 

paper  that we are concerned  with  arrays of identical, 
thin,  half-wavelength  dipoles,  such  that  the f o r m  of the 
current  on  the  dipole  is  essentially  invariant  to  its  sur- 
roundings.  Under  this  assumption,  the  effects of the in- 
dividual  dipoles  on  the  antenna  performance  are  com- 
pletely specified by  the  antenna  terminal  voltages  and 
currents,  and  one  can  write  the  conventional  mesh- 
equation  relationships*  between  the  terminal  voltages 
and  currents in terms of the  antenna self- and  mutual 
impedances. 

To completely  describe the  behavior of the  array, i t  
is necessary to  incorporate  into  the mesh equations  the 
constraints  imposed  by  the  array feed network.  For 
some  types of feeds, this  may  represent  an  overwhelm- 
ing  task.  Fortunately,  a case of significant  practical 
interest is that  of independently-fed  antennas (e.g., a 
separate  transmitter  and/or receiver  between  each an- 
tenna  and  the feed network,  or  a  passive  network  using 
highly  directional  couplers). \jTe will restrict  our  atten- 
tion  to  arrays using such feed arrangements,  and con- 
sider  that  each  element  and  its feed network  can be 
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represented b ~ .  an equivalent  circuit  such  as  that oi 
Fig. 1. Each  antenna is assumed to be  driven  by  a  per- 
fect  voltage  generator of independentlJ--variable  open- 
circuit  voltage EJ and of internal  impedance Z ,  which 
will be  assumed  identical for  all elements.  For  conven- 
ience,  zero  lengths of transmission line are  assumed. 

This paper  concentrates on the effects of mutual 
coupling i n  planar  arra>-s in which the  elements were 
placed at  the  intersections of a  rectangular  grid,  as  indi- 
cated i n  Fig. 2, with  element-to-element  spacings D, 
and D, in the N and y directions. respective1)-. double- 
subscript  notation is therefore  used,  letting  the  sub- 
script  pair mn denote  the  element  located  at x = mD,, 
y=nD,. The  antenna  currents  are  thus irnplicitll-  re- 
lated  to  the  generator  voltages by 

where Zm,L .pq  denotes  the  mutual  impedance  between 
the  element  located a t  mDrr nD, and  the  element 
located a t  pol, qD,. The  impedance of the  mnth feed 
circuit, Z,,,,,,,, is taken ;IS 

where  it is assumed  that Z,, the  self-impedance of the 
elements, is identical for 
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Fig. 1--.4ssumed equivalent  circuit of a typical  element. 

Fig. 2-Generalized planar-array  geometry. 

Sote  that  the  as.umption of the  invariance of the form of the 
current on the  dipole to its  surroundings implies that open-circuiting 
a dipole effectively rernox-es that dipole from the  array, since. if the 
terminal  current is zero, the  current on the  surface of the  dipole is 
identically zero. Thus, Z ,  is both  the  impedance of one element in 
the  arra>-  with all others open circz~ited,. or equivalently,  the  imped- 
ance of a single isolated dipole  sitnilarly  mounted  on a ground plane. 

The  elelnent  generator  voltages  are  progressivelJ- 
phased and  amplitude  tapered so that  the  open-circuit 
generator  voltage of the  mnth  element is related  to  the 
desired  pointing  angle  by 

Z,mn(70 ,  = am,e-8 [ ~ ~ ~ D r r o i 7 ~ D ~ r o l  ( 2 )  

where the umn are  the real  amplitude  taper  coeflicients, 
and 0 0 ,  do defines the angle a t  which i t  is desired to  point 
the  beam  (in  the  geometry of Fig. 2) through  the  direc- 
tion cosine equivalences 

7 = sin 0 cos 4 

p = sin 0 sin 4 1. (3 )  

Lastly, it is assumed  that  reciprocity  applies  through- 
out,  and  the  entire  analysis was  carried  out  from  the 
viewpoint of a  transmitting  arra)'. 

Despite  the  number of specializing  assumptions that  
have been made  about  the  tvpe of dipoles,  it will be  seen 
that  the  calculated  data checks well i n  major  respects 
with  experimental  data  taken on dipoles  which are  quite 
poor-fits to  the  assumed model. Furthermore,  the  results 
of the  investigation  appear  to be  readily  extensible  (at 
least  qualitativeI~-) to  other  array  geometries,  such as 
triangular  element spacings,1° subject only to  the  re- 
quirement  that  the  array  present a regular  environment 
to  the dipoles  (equal  spacings,  identical  elements  and 
generators). 

B. T h e  Element Gain Fumt ion  

There  are  two  equally  valid  approaches  to  calculating 
the  behavior of an  array. Solving (1) for the  terminal 
currents  can  iormally yield both  the  variation i n  ele- 
ment  driving  impedance  and  array  pattern  with  scan 
angle. The  latter involves  also  knowing  the  angular 
variation of the  pattern of an  element  with  all  others 
open-circuited  (or, in accordance  with  our  assumptions, 
the  pattern of an isolated element  similarly  mounted 
above  a  ground  plane).  The arraJ7 pattern F ( T ,  p) then 
follows from  the so-called p r i m i p l e  of pattern nzultipli- 
cation as 

F ( r ,  p) = f i ( 7 ,  p) C l m r ' e f k [ m D , T + n D a * I  (4) 
m n 

where T and p are  the  direction cosines  for the  array 
[see ( 3 ) ] ,  f,(~, p) is the  pattern" of a typical  isolated 
element?  and  the Inla's are  obtained  from  solving (1). 

LYhile (4) is both correct'? and useful i n  some  compu- 
tations,  an often  advantageous  procedure for arriving 
at  the  pattern  (and  subsequently,  the  gain) of  arraL7s of 
independently-driven  elements  consists of using  a  super- 
position argument in which mutual  coupling  effects  are 
viewed as affecting  primarily  the  element  patterns, 
rather  than  element  currents. 

lo E. D. Sharp, ''.A triangular  arranqement of planar-array ele- 
ments  that  reduces  the  number  needed," IRE TRANS. OS ASTENWAS 
ASD PROPAGATIOX, \ d .  AP-9,  pp. 126129; March, 1961. 
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current flowing on the  radiator. 
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If one  conceptually  places  shorting  switches  around 
the  voltage  generators of  Fig. 1, any  element of the 
array  can  be  separately energized  while  all others  are 
terminated  in  their  normal  generator  impedance. If the 
radiation  pattern of each  element  is  ascertained  under 
these  conditions,  the  total  array field will, by  super- 
position,  be  the  sum of each  pattern  with  the  proper 
phase  delay as a function of position: 

wherefmn(r, p) is the  pattern of the  mnth  element when 
all  others  are  passively  terminated in Z,, per  ampere 
of current  into  the  terminals  under  this  condition,  and 
i,, is the  current  into  the  terminals of the  mnth  element, 
with  all  others  terminated  [the  value of Im,L obtained  in 
(1) when  all v’s are  set  to zero  except vmn].  \iTe can  show7 
that ,  if the  array is large  enough so that  essentially all 
element  patterns  are  alike,  the  gain of an  array,  phased 
to  point  the  beam at 7 0 ,  po, is related  to  the gain of a 
typical  element in the  same  direction goo(T0, p o ) ,  meas- 
ured  with the  element  embedded in a passively- 
terminated  (in Z,) array, by 

G(To, PO) = gOO(T0, PO)9:YT (6)  

where 9 is the  amplitude  taper efficiency, and Nr is the 
total  number of array  elements: 

[We  designate  the  center  element (m =n =0) as our 
typical element].  Thus,  for a fixed number of elements 
and  a fixed amplitude  taper,  the  array gain is completely 
specified by  the element  gain  fzdnction goo(T0,  p o )  of a 
typical  element if the  array is  large  enough so that  
almost all elements  have  essentially  identical  gain  func- 
tions. The  element gain  function  angular  variation  is 
determined solely by  the  pattern of a  single  typical 
element in the  passively  terminated array.13 

The gain  function  concept  has  considerable  practical 
utility  and  was used extensively in this  study.  The 
prime  reason  for  its  utility lies in the  fact  that, while (6) 
is  only  accurate for  arra);s in which  almost  all  gain 
functions  are  identical, a typical  gain  function  can  be 

- determined  (experimentally  or  analyticall).)  from  an 
array  which is  only  large  enough so that  the  gain 
function of the center element is  essentially  unaffected 
by  enlarging  the  array. As justified  below,  for  example, 
a 5 X5 dipole array is  often  sufficient. 

the element  in the  array,  rather  than  the  pattern of an Isolated 
l3 The fact  that the angular behavior depends upon the  paftern of 

element  has been  pointed out  by  others.  For example,  Delaney6 
gives  experimental support,  and i t  is pointed out in IV. E. Rupp, 

broadside  arrays,” Abstratt 11th Annual Symnp. on C:S.4 F Antenna 
“Coupled energy  as a controlling factor in the  radiation  pattern of 

Res. and D e n ,  Monticello, Ill.; October, 1961. 

C.  Some  Large  Array  Approximations 
As pointed  out elsewhere,6~7 the effects of mutual 

coupling  decay  rapidly  enough  with  element  separation 
for a  dipole array  above a ground  plane so that  one  can, 
in principle,  build an  array  large  enough so that   any 
prescribed  fraction of the  total  number of elements will 
see an  environment which is arbitrarily close to   the  
environment  that  an  element would  see  in an infinite 
array.  For  almost all of the  elements of such  an  array, 
one  can derive’ simple  approximate  expressions  for  the 
element  driving  impedance  and  the  element  gain 
function,  and for the  interrelations  existing  between 
them. 

How  large an  array is  required to  justify  these as- 
sumptions is a  question  that we will at tempt  to  answer 

If the  array is essentially  infinite, all elements will 
have  identical  driving  impedance  and  gain  functions, 
and we can confine our  attention  for  convenience  to  the 
center  element.  We  further  assume  that  an  infinite 
array  has no measurable  amplitude  taper  over  any 
finite  portion,  and  consequently, we can  ignore  the 
amplitude  taper.  In  this  case,  the  driving  impedance 
Z D ( 7 0 ,  po) for the  large  array  case is simply  the  sum of 
the  element  self-impedance  and  the phased mutual  im- 
pedances : 

below. 

where m, n#O, 0 implies the  summation excludes the 
term ZOO,OO. 

For  deriving  an  expression  for  the  gain  function  for a 
large array, one  can  revert t o  (4) and  show  that  the 
array gain  can  be  related to  the  gain  function of a 
matched isolated  element gimax(rO, PO) by 

where Ra and R, are  the  real  parts of the  antenna self- 
impedance  and  the  generator  impedance, respectively. 
Comparison of this  result  with (6)  for the  array  gain 
indicates  that  the  relationship  between  the  element  gain 
function,  the  gain  function of an isolated  element,  and 
the  impedances is 

In  terms of the  circuit of Fig. 3, which  maximizes the 
array  gain  at  some  arbitrary  angle rl, pl, we have  that 
the  gain  functions  and  the  element  reflection coefficient 
as a function of scan  angle  are  related b y  



where I '(T, ,! ,  p,,I is the voltage reflectioll  coetticielll see11 
b\.  the  generator o f  Fig.  3  hen the arra!- is ph;~setl t o  
point  the  beam i n  the T " ,  pa direction. 

Eqs. (9)-( 1 l j  not only represent useful practical  tools 
for estimating  impedance  effects  from elen1ent pattern 
measuren1ents, but  also  are useful  for anal>.tic  purposes. 
For  example,  b>.  well-known  formulas for g ; ( T ,  p)" and 
a relationship for l i ~ ( 0 ,  0) given  by  Stark,15 one call 
show  that'  the  maximum  arraJ-  gain  (elemellts  opti- 
mally  matched a t  broadsidej is given h!- the  familiar 
expression'c 
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Fig 3--X circuit for matching  the  generator  resistance R, to the 
antenna drix-ing impedance a t   an  angle TI, pl. 

since :TTD,D, = - l :  the  total  area,  where 7 is defined 
by (7). 

111. THE COMPUT-4TIOK-4L  PROGRAM 

By  use of the foregoing  relationships,  and  expressions 
for the self- and  mutual  impedances  between  dipoles i n  
free space, it is possible t o  conlpute  gain  functions  and 
driving-point  impedances for the  interior  dipole  ele- 
ments of an  array.  However,  even for a relativel??  small 
planar  arm>-!  the  calculations  require  special  tech- 
niques in programming  for  a  large  digital  computer. 
Fortunately,  the  gain  function  concept offers the possi- 
bility of obtaining  meaningful  results for large a r r a p  
on a modest sized arraJ-,  and  consequently,  such com- 
putations  can  be  managed in a straightforward  manner 
with a digital  computer. -4 program  was  therefore 
written  for  the IBYI 7090 to  compute  gain  functions 
and  driving  impedances of the  center  element of planar 
arraJ-s  up  to 63  elements  (limited by storage). 

The  parameters of the  program  xere  the following: 

Two different-sized  arra>.s were investigated for es- 
timating  the effect of arraJ-  size:  a  5-element  (collinear 
direction)  bl-  9-elenlent  (parallel)  array  as  indicated i n  
Fig. 4, and a 5 X 5 array. 

Values of the  large arra!. driving-point  impedance 
were  computed  using  the  large  array  approximations, 
(8) for  E-plane, 11-plane and  diagonal  scans.  Smith 
Chart  plots lvere made of this  impedance  normalized 
b!, (see  Fig. 3) 

and  values of VS\YR vs scan  angle  determined.  Imped- 
ance  data  was  determined for six =0.125, 0.187, 0.250, 
0.312 and 0.375 and for square-element  grid  spacings 
(D,=D,j of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7  and 0.8 wavelength. 

Gain  functions  were  then  computed' for the  values of 
s and D given  above.  and  nornlalized by dividing  by 
~TD,D,I;X?. The  value of 2, selected  for the  impedance 
matrix was 

z, = Z D * ( O ,  0) 

(computed  as  described  above), i n  order t o  maximize 
the  large-array  gain  at  broadside. Also, t o  check  some 
experimental  results,  gain  functions were computed for 
the 5x5 array for another  value of 2, as described in 

1) The  number of elements i n  the  array ( X  and LV of 
Section VI. 

The  detailed  results  (Smith  Charts  and E ,  H ,  and 
diagonal  cuts on the gain  function)  are  given i n  ,Appen- Fig. 2).  



larger  arrays,  two  theoretical  checks were made  with 
known results for  large  arrays. 

First,  as  pointed  out  by  comparing (6) and (12), the 
gain  function at broadside  should  be  numerically  equal 
to  4nD,D,,/X2 for an infinite array, when the  generator 
circuit  is  matched  to  the  broadside  driving  impedance 
of the  elements. Secondl)., from  Stark's  results,lj we 
have  a useful theoretical  prediction of the  value of 
&(T, p) for  all s and D ,  and, from  Carter's  data,3  a 
calculated  variation of ZD(T ,  p) for DjX=O.5, s/h=0.25 
is available.  Using  these  checks, i t  was  found  that  the 
error  between  the  computed  results  and  the  results for 
a  truly  infinite  array  generally  increases  with  increasing 
values of s. For s less than  a  quarter-wavelength,  the 
7 x 9  array  impedance  prediction  was  found  to  be  cor- 
rect to within a few per cent, while the  error in  the 5 x 5  
array  prediction, in most  cases,  reaches  a  value of 10 t o  
15 per  cent for that  spacing.  For  larger  values of s, the 
i X 9 array still  gave  usable  results in most cases. The 
decrease  in  accuracy  with s is apparently  due  to  the  in- 
crease in coupling  that  results  as  the  elements  are  raised 
off the  ground  screen,  increasing  the  radiation for  angles 
near 90" from array  broadside.  The  gain-function  check 
produced a similar  degree of agreement. 

Based on the  above  comparisons, it s e e m  reasonable 
to  conclude tha t   the   iX9  a r ray  yields quite  accurate 
large array data  for s up  to  a  quarter-wavelength  and 
reasonably  accurate  data for greater s. ji-hile  the  infor- 
mation  that  a 5 x 5  array \-ields is probabll-  within  the 
bounds of the usual experimental  errors for small s, it  is 
somewhat  suspect if the dipoles are  mounted more than 
a  quarter-wavelength  above  ground. 

1'. SY3lMAR1- AND DISCVSSIOX OF THE 

COMPUTED RESULTS 
In  this  section  the  digested  facts  gleaned  from  the 

computations  are  described.  Unless  otherwise  stated, 
the  results  quoted  are  those  computed for the 7 x9 ar- 
ray. 

A .  The  Variation of Broadside  Driving  Impedance -with 
D and s 

Fig. 5 shows  the  computed  driving  impedance of the 
dipoles in the  array when i t  is phased to  radiate in the 
broadside  direction. Also shown is the value of the  radi- 
ation  impedance of an isolated  dipole  above  an  infinite 
ground  plane. I t  is apparent t h a t  the  arral-  environ- 
ment  complete1~-  dominates  the  element,  and  the  im- 
pedance  of  thk  dipole i n  the  arra).  varies  widely  from  its 
free-space  value. 

The resistive  component is seen to  decrease  mono- 
tonically  with D for a fixed s (except for s =0.375X), as 
is necessary t o  cause  the  broadside  element  gain  func- 
tion  to increase in direct  proportion  to  the  area  allotted 
to  the  element for  all s. The  discrepancy a t  s =0.3ijX 
appears  to be another  manifestation of the slow con- 
vergence of mutual effects  for  large  ground-plane  spac- 
ings. 

s=0.187 j 

-..L I 40 60 I ' I:, d o  ' 1 1 1 1  

Rg (0.01 

Fig. S-ZD(O, 0) for 7 X 9  array ( x  = impedance of an isolated element). 

B. T h e  Effects of Coupling on the Scan  Angle Cor- 
responding to a 3-db Decrease in Gain 

The  gain-function  3-db  points  describe  the solid angle 
over  which  the  beam of a  large  array  can be scanned 
with less than  3-db  decrease i n  array  gain. 

Indicated  in Figs. 6 and i are  the gain  function  3-db 
H- and  E-plane  beamwidths,  respectively.  Although  an 
isolated  dipole  above  ground  has  a  beamwidth  quite 
sensitive  to s, the  gain-function  beamwidths  are  rela- 
tive1)- insensitive  to  this  parameter.  For D>O.5 wave- 
length,  the  beamwidth  corresponds  roughly  to  the  in- 
cluded  angle 28,,,, over  which  the  array  can  be  scanned 
without  grating  lobe  formation,  given  by  the well- 
known relation 

D 1 - 
X 1 + sin I e,, I 

The  angle of 3-db  decrease  and  the  angle of grating lobe 
formation  occur  almost  simultaneously in the H plane 
for most cases. In  the E plane,  however, if good array 
pattern  control is necessary, the  grating lobe  formation 
angle will dictate  the maximum usable scan angles, 
rather  than gain  considerations. 

The gain  functions  from  which  this data  was  plotted 
were computed  under  the  assumption  that  the  element 
drives  were  matched to  the  element  driving  impedance 
with  the  array  phased  for  broadside  radiation,  thus 
maximizing the  broadside  gain of the  array. I t  is appar- 
ent from (10) that  the  shape of the gain  functions will 
be  altered  (at  the  expense of broadside  gain) if some 
c t h x  value of generator  circuit  impedance is chosen. 
.Although a detailed  study of th i s  effect was  not  con- 
ducted,  patterns were computed  for  the 5x5 array for 
a generator  impedance  matched  to  the  impedance of a 
single  isolated  element (see Section VI). I t  was  gen- 

- _  
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Fig. 6-Half-power H-plane  beamwidth of gain  function for 
broadside  impedance  match 1-s I l / A  and s/X. 
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Fig. 7-Half-po\ver E-plane beamn:idth of gain  function for broad- 
side  impedance  match vs D / h  and s/X. 

erally  noted  that in addition  to  the  expected  broadside 
gain  decrease?  this  mismatch  caused  an  increase i n  gain 
for certain  other  angles  (corresponding  to angles fur 
which the  element  drive  impedance  was  approximately 
equal  to  the  impedance of an isolated  element)  and  a 
consequent  broadening of the  gain-function  beamwidth. 
These  results  indicated  that  the  element  generator  inl- 
pedance  may offer an  interesting  tool for accomplishing 
a certain  anlount of tailorilzg of the arra>- gain vs angle of 
scan characteristics. 

C. The X a s i m u m  lrSLT~71< 1n.currrd During Scan 
From  the  computed  data for the 7 x9 arra\-,  the max- 

ilnuln i,-S\VR that  would be incurred i n  scanning  to  the 
grating lobe  formation  angle O,,,,, defined  above, was 
computed  assuming  the  dipoles were matched  when  the 
arra\- \vas phased  for  broadside as ,  for example,  by  the 
circuit of Fig. 3 .  For D;X=O.j. since no grating  lobes 
occur for an\- scan angles,  a  value of e,,, of 50" was  arbi- 
traril>-  chosen. 

The  resulting VSIYR plots for scan i n  the  two  prin- 
cipal  planes  are sho\vn i n  Fig. 8. Except for D;h=0.5, 
the  maximum VSL\:R is relatively  insensitive to  s for 
scan in the E plane  but increases  with s for  scan in the 
H plane.17 Consequently,  there  are  values of s which are 
optimum in the sense of minimum VSLVR for a  given 
spacing for specified scan  limits in the  two  principal 

and  those for other  spacings is presumably due to the  fact  that  the 
li The difference in the  nature of the  E-plane  curves  for D/X = 0.5 

dipole  ends are infinitely close (touching,  that is) for half-\va\-elength 
npaclng. 
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Fig. 8-Maximum \-S\YR to  scan  to B,,,,, (impedance 
march at e =Oj. 

planes. The  values  are  indicated in the figure  for equal 
scam in the two principal  planes. I t  is seen that,   the 
wider the dipole-to-dipole  spacing,  the closet- the  di- 
poles should be spaced to  the  ground plane. It is a l s ~  
apparent  that for all cases,  one call choose s such  that 
the VSLj7R does  not exceed a value of 3 :  1 and for many 
cases,  it  can be held to  about 2:  1. 

1-1. SO?JIE ESPERIAIEST.\I, RES~.I,TS 
I n  order  to verify the  validit\- of the foregoing  calcu- 

lated  results,  and  also  to  test  the  sensitivity of the  ef- 
fects of mutual  coupling on the  exact  characteristics of 
the dipoles, SonIe experimental  elenlent  gain  functions 
were measured. 

Crossed  dipoles  were used to  facilitate  measurement 
of E-  and I I - p h e  patterns, since 0111~- a single-axis :ill- 
tenna  mount was a \~ i l ab le .  _I\ tJ.pical 900-)IC dipole is 
shown in Fig. 9. I t  is seen to  be a poor approxim;Ltio11 to  
the  mathematical model assumed i n  the  computations; 
the dipole  length is 0.46X, and  the  ratio oi length  to 
thickness is about 24. The feed structure is a  convell- 
tional X:4 balun,  resulting i n  a n  appreciable feed struc- 
ture.  The base  plates  are  constructed so that  the?' will 
fit through  square holes i n  the  ground  plane,  facilitat- 
ing  variation of the  height of the  element  above  a 
ground  plane. 

The dipole  feeds  were  designed to  proxlide a nominal 
match  at  s=X,:'4. IIeasured YSLI'R's ranged up  to  1.4 
for this  value of s for  all  such  dipoles. with 1.2 being  a 
tJ-pical  number.  Crosscoupling  between  orthogonal  di- 
pofes was typicall!- - 30 db. 



Fig. 9-Typical crossed  dipole. 

The dipoles  were  arrayed  on  a  large (16-ft x 16-ft) 
ground  plane  with  interchangeable  6-ft X 6-ft center 
sections. A dipole  with  a  small VSWR when  isolated a t  
s =X/4 was  selected  for use as  the  center  (test)  element. 
Another  dipole  with good match  was  mounted  a  quar- 
ter-wave  above  another  large  ground  plane  and used as 
a reference. 

All measurements were made  on  the 600-ft range of 
the Lincoln Laboratory  Ground Reflection  ;Intenna 
Range.I8 

Rather  than  attempt  to  match all  dipoles  for  each D 
and s, it  was  decided to leave the dipoles  unmatched. I t  
was  assumed  that  the dipole feed system  matched a 50- 
ohm  generator  to  the self-impedance of a  thin  half-wave 
dipole a t  s=X,'4, for  which Carter's  formulas 1-ield a 
value of 85.6+j72.4  ohms.  Since  this is equivalent  to 
assuming  that  the  generator  impedance was  85.6-j72.4 
ohms,  the  gain-function  computations were rerun for 
this  value of 2, for a 5 X5 arral-,  and  experimental ele- 
ment gain  functions were  measured  for s/X =0.125, 
0.250 and 0.365  for  D;%=0.6 and 0.8. The  pertinent 
comparisons  between  the  calculated  and  measured  gain 
functions  are  indicated in Table I. 

TA-lBLE I 
COMPARISOX OF C.4LCCL.4TED AXD MEASURED GAIS FVXCTIONS 

Broadside  Broadside 

D/X s/X (calcu- 
Gain Gain Beamwidth*  Beamwidth* 
lated) (gz; (calculated)  (measwed) 
(db)'  (db) 

0.6 .125 
H E H E  

6.11 6.0 86 80 88 84 
.250 
.375 

5.8 
3.58 

5.5 83 97 82 104 
4.5 89 107 S2 116 

0.s .125 8 . 0  8 .0  69 61 72 b4 
,250 9.12 
,375 

9 . 0  44 6.3 14 68 
7.8 8.25 31 66 30 68 

~. 

* 3-db d0n.n from gain a t  angle of masirnun1 gain ( n o t  npwsar i ly  
broadside). 

Except for s=0.375. the  agreement is seen to be ver!. 
good with  regard to  gain,  and all  beamwidths  check 
closel>-. 

If the  broadside  gain  values  are  adjusted for the  as- 
sumed  mismatch,  values  within 10 per  cent of 47rD2/X2 
result,  except  for  the  case D/X =0.6, s/X =0.375, for 
which the  result is in error by 15 per  cent. 

VI  I.  COKCLVSIOXS ASD OBSERVATIONS 
I t  is apparent from the foregoing  results that  the  ar- 

ray  environment.  through  mutual  coupling,  dominates 
the  individual  dipole  element in fixing the  array be- 
havior;  that is, the  properties  (gain,  beamwidth,  im- 
pedance) of the  individual  dipoles  are  drastically  al- 
tered  when  the  elements  are  placed in the  array. 
Roughly speaking, for element-to-element  spacings 
0.5 <D,,AI < 1.0, the effects of the  coupling on array  gain 
are: 

1) To render  the  broadside  element  gain  function 
equal t o  4rD2/A, essentiall;. regardless of the  gain 
of the  element  when  isolated  (assuming the ele- 
ments  matched  at  broadside). 

2) To force the  beamwidth of the gain  function t o  
conform  approximately  to  the included  angle  over 
which an  array  with  the given  spacing  can  be 
scanned  without  grating  lobe  formation. 

These  modifications  are  accomplished  through  the 
mechanism of an  element  driving  impedance  which 
varies  with  array  pointing  angle t o  modify the  isolated 
dipole pattern. 

Thus, one  might  make  the  observation  that  mutual 
coupling is the  mechanism  through  which  the  behavior 
of an  array  with  scan  angle is  found to  behave  accord- 
ing t o  logic (more  appropriately,  perhaps,  according  to 
directivit;.  considerations). 

Finally, it is seen that  there  are  still  degrees of free- 
dom  available  to  aid  in  reducing  the most troublesome 
aspect of mutual  impedance, at least to  the  transmitter 
engineer:  the VSVvTR in the feed  line. By virtue of (1 l),  it 
is apparent  that,  to, minimize the VSWR, one  should 
at tempt   to  choose a radiating element having a gain 
pattern  that, when  isolated, closely approximates  the 
element  gain  function  that  directivity  considerations 
indicate will prevail in the  array.  Such  a choice can 
consist of either  selecting  an  appropriate  value of s, as 
explored  above,  or  more  esoteric  schemes,  such as plac- 
ingfences  between  the  ends of the  dipoles, as proposed 
b,. Edelberg  and  Oli11er.'~ 
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